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IF A4 is a (not necessarily compact) complex n-manifold with the property that for some 
compact K c M the subalgebra of H*(M -K) generated by the rational Chern classes is 
trivial in dim 2 n, then Chern numbers for M not involving the top class c,(M) may be 
defined almost as usual and-assuming that M has finite Betti numbers--c,(M] may be 
replaced by the euler characteristic x(M). We encounter this situation when dealing with 
isolated singularities of complex spaces. Specifically, let X be a contractible Stein space of 
pure dimension n with isolated singular point x E X and let 7~: x -+ X be a resolution with 
exceptional set E = IE- l(x)_ Then a deep result of0. Gabber implies that H*(z) --* H*(x - E) 
is the zero map in dim 2 n (if no coefficient groups are mentioned I mean rational 
cohomolog). Hence _? admits Chern numbers. From this it is not hard to see that the Milnor 
fibre X, of any smoothing of X (which after all can be piven the same boundary as 2) also 
admits Chern numbers. An interesting point is that, since H*(X,) is trivial in dim > n, any 
nonzero Chern number of X, is a universal linear combination of the euler characteristic and 
(if n = 2m is even) ci The purpose of this paper is to relate these Chern numbers with analytic 
invariants of the smoothing or of the singularity itself. Our most general result in this 
direction is a Riemann-Roth defect theorem (3.3), whose proof depends on a globalization 
property of smoothings which we establish in an appendix. This globalization property 
(which was known to hold for certain classes of singularities, e.g. complete intersections and 
curve singularities) has been previously used for similar purposes by Milnor, Deligne, Laufer, 
and Wahl[14]. The fact that any smoothing can be globalized is especially relevant to this last 
paper, as many of its assertions need this as an extra hypothesis (see the remark at the end of 
this paper). 
In practice it may be hard to use our results for singularities of dimension n > 2. 
Nevertheless we do have some applications to higher dimensional singularities. For instance, 
we prove that for any isolated singularity X pure odd dimension n, and smoothing 
component S of X, dim (S) + l/(n - l)! (euler characteristic of a general fibre over S) is 
independent of S. Furthermore, we find a new smoothability condition for odd dimensional 
X. 
The Riemann-Roth defect relation is preceded by a signature defect relation (1.3). This is 
a slight generalization of a result of S. Morita, which has the virtue of applying to all isolated 
singularities of pure dimension, cf. (2.4). Moreover our proof is considerably simpler. 
I thank F. Clauwens for drawing my attention to Morita’s paper, J. Wahl for valuable 
correspondence and for comments on an earlier version of this paper. 
$1. CHERN NtJ.VBERS FOR CERTAIN NOS-CLOSED >lANIFOLDS 
Let L be a compact closed (2n - 1)-manifold with a complex structure J, on sL OR,. We 
refer to such a pair (L, J,) as an almosr conract (2n - 1)-manifold, but we suppress J, if it is 
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clear what it should be. We denote the rational Chern classes of this complex structure by 
Ci(L, J,) or Ci(~)_ Suppose the following hypothesis verified. 
(C) The subalgebra of H*(L) generated by the Chern classes of L is trivial in dim 2 n. 
Since the complex cobordism groups are trivial in odd dimension [9], (L, J,) bounds a 
compact weakly almost complex manifold M. (By this we mean that we are given a complex 
structure J,w on T,~ @ iws for some k such that 7,${ 1 dM is a complex subbundle, IR& 
has the standard complex structure ( J(e,i- 1) = ezi, J(ezi) = - ezi_ 1 ) and we are given 
a diffeomorphism L + ?.M such that its differential extends to a complex isomorphism 
Sr.OWL + T,~ I dM making the unit section of R, correspond to an outward pointing vector 
field along SM.) If P = ci,l . . ci is any monomial in unknowns ci, . . , c, of degree 
2,..., 2n respectively, then define P[M] E Q as follows. 
If deg P i: 2n, set P[MJ = 0. 
IfdegP= 2n and P reducible: P = PIP2 with n 5 deg P, < 2n, then by condition (C), 
P,(r,W) = P, (cl (Tag), . . . , ~~(5.~)) maps to zero in H*(i?M) 2: H*(L). So PI(rM)l to some 
P,(L~)EH*(M, dM). Then P,(s~)P~(s~~)EH~“(M, ZM) and we let P[M] be the value 
of P(s,~)P,(s,~) on the fundamental class [M] EH~“(M, dM) which is defined by the 
orientation induced by J,. This definition is easily seen to be independent of the 
factorization of P. 
In the remaining case: P = c,, we proceed as follows. First observe that the homotopy 
class of an almost contact structure on L is nothing but a homotopy class L -+ B.5,_ 1 whose 
composition with the natural map BU,_ 1 --+ B02n_2 4 B02._ 1 classifies TV. Similarly, the 
weakly almost complex structure on M is a homotopy class M -+ BU lifting a classifying map 
M + BO for its stable tangent bundle. So we have a well-defined homotopy class of pairs 
f: (.M, dM) + (BU, BU,_ 1 ). Since H*(BU,_ i) resp. H*(BU) is the polynomial algebra on the 
universal Chern classes ci, . . . , c,_ 1 resp. cl, c2, . . . , it follows that H”(BU, kKT,_ 1) may be 
identified with the Q-span of c,. We put c,[ M]: = (f*cnr [Ml). We will often use the 
following fact. 
LEMMA 1.1. Zf M is almost complex, then c.[M] = x(M). 
Proof. In that case f factors over f’: (M, L) -+ (BU,, BU,_ I). The universal bundle 7” 
restricted to NJ,_ I splits as y”- ’ @CBum_, and hence admits a canonical section. The relative 
Chern class C,E H2”(BU,, BU,_ i) is just the obstruction class to extending this section over 
BU,. Sof’*(c,) is the obstruction to extending an inward pointing vector field along dM to M. 
Evaluated on [M] this gives of course x(M). 
We extend the definition of P[M] to all P E 0 Cc,, . . , c,] by linearity. It is clear that we 
recover the usual definition if ZM = 0. 
Within the homotopy class of J, we can find a complex structure which commutes with 
the involution i = 10 - 1 on ~~ OR,. Denoting this complex structure still by J,, a new 
complex structure on rL @ R, is given by J, 0 i. Its homotopy class only depends on that of 
J,. The resulting almost contact manifold is denoted - (L, J, ) or simply - L. If L resp. - L 
bound compact weakly almost complex manifolds M resp. M’, then we can glue M and M’ 
along L and get a closed compact weakly almost complex manifold N. In this situation it is 
easily seen that 
1.2. 
for all PEQ[c,, . . . , c.]. 
P[N] = P[M] + P[M’] 
As an application of this simple fact, suppose n = 2m even and let us for P take the 
Hirzebruch L-polynomial L,EQ[c,, . , c,] as a polynomial in the Chern classes (e.g. 
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L, = l.‘3(c, - 2~~)). The following proposition strengthens a result of Morita [lo]. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Gicen L as above, then for any compact weakly almost complex manifold 
M admitting L as boundary, the signature defect sign (M) - L,[M] E Q only depends on the 
almost contact manifold L. 
Proof. Let M’ be a compact weakly complex manifold admitting - Las boundary and let 
N be obtained by gluing :M and M’ along L. Then the Hirzebruch signature theorem asserts 
that L,[N] = sign (N). The signature is additive: sign(N) = sign (M) + sign (M’) and so is 
L,: L,[N] = L,[M] + L,[M’] (by (12a)). It follows that M and M’ have opposite signature 
defect. So if L also bounds the compact weakly almost complex manifold M,, then M and M’ 
have equal signature defect. 
Remark 1.4. When dealing with an open weakly almost complex Zn-manifold !M, the 
following substitute for condition (C) is convenient. 
(C’) There exists a compact subset K c M such that subalgebra of H*(M - K) generated 
by the Chern classes vanishes in degree 2 n. 
In that case Chern numbers P[M] not involving c,(PEQ[c~, . . , c,- I])can be defined 
in a similar fashion: if P1 E Q[c,, . , c,_ I ] is of degree 2 n, < 2n, then PI (T,~) lifts to 
P, (7,v)P,(7,w)~ H*"(M) can be evaluated on the fundamental cycle. We have the following 
analogue of (1.2a): if K splits into disjoint compact K1, K2, put MI: = M - K2, ‘Ml: = 
!M-- K,. Then 
(1.4a) 
P[M] = P[M,] + P[M,] 
for all PEQ[c,, . . . , c,_ 1]. If M - K has finite Betti numbers then so has M and, we can 
define c,[IM]:= x(M). But (1.4a) will not hold for c, unless x(M - K) = 0. 
$2. CHERN NUMBERS FOR RESOLUTIONS AND IMILNOR FIBRES 
By X we denote a Stein space of pure dimension n, having a unique singular point x E X. 
We suppose that X is a good Stein representative of the germ (X, x) (so X can be given a 
smooth boundary L with d: = X u L homeomorphic to the cone over L). We call La link of 
(X, x).) By a resolution of X we will always mean a proper morphism 7~: x + X with 
nonsingular 2 which is an isomorphism over X - {x}. 
LEMMA 2.1. The link L satisfies condition (C), or equivalently, for any resolution TT: 2 --) X 
of X, 3 satisfies condition (Cl). 
Proof: Let rc: _% + X be a resolution and E: = IC-’ (x) its exceptional set. A corollary of a 
deep theorem due to Gabber is that the restriction map H*(x) + H*(z - E) is trivial in 
degree 2 n (see Steenbrink [13] for a proof using mixed Hodge theory). 
2.2. Recall that a smoothing of the germ (X,x) over (C, 0) consists of a flat morphism 
f: (3, x0) -+ (6=, 0) of germs of complex-analytic spaces together with an isomorphism 
(X, x) z (f-‘(O), x0), such that the general fibre off is smooth. We shall usually identify 
(X, x) with (f-‘(O), x0). Given such a smoothing we can find a good representative f: F + A 
(where A is an open disc about 0 E C) with the following properties: I is Stein, f is smooth 
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outside {x}, there exists a neighbourhood K of x, proper over A, such that f: x - K -+ A is 
topologically trivial and X: = f- ‘(0) is a good representative of (f - ’ (0), x). 
LEMMA 2.3. Anyjibre X, with t # 0 satisfies condition (C). Its only possible nonzero Chern 
numbers are Q-linear combinations of x and, if n = 2m is ecen, ci. 
Proof. For all t E A, the inclusion X, - K, c T - K induces an isomorphism on 
cohomology taking Chern classes to Chern classes. Since X0 - K, = J? - n- ‘(K,) satisfies 
condition (C), so does X,- K,. Hence for t # 0, X, satisfies (C’). Since X, is Stein, its 
cohomology in dim > n is trivial so that any nonzero Chern number is a linear combination 
of 1 and cfIZn. 
COROLLARY 2.4. For n = 2m, even we have sign (X,) - L,[X,] = sign (x) - L, [f]. 
53. THE RIEMANN-ROCH DEFECT 
3.1. Suppose that for any flat family g: ?Y -+ S of complex spaces of dimension n we are 
given a coherent O,-module 9,,, which is natural in the sense that 
(i) If P” c 2 is open, then we are given a functorial P,.-isomorphism .7,.,,12’ 
(ii) Given a cartesian square 
then there is a functorial 0,-homomorphism h*Fzjs -+ FTis’ which is an isomorphism 
where h is smooth. 
(iii) If Z is a complex analytic space of dimension n with zero-dimensional singular locus 
C and R: 2 +Z is a resolution of Z, then there exists a coherent ideal 4 c 6, which defines C 
and is such that the isomorphism 9,_, + II* F21Z -x extends to 99, + it, 9,. 
Examples of such sheaves are 0,, Qsjs, Oajs etc. Observe that if g: 5 + S is smooth, 
then 9 f,s is locally free. For Fc.+,,c , is locally free in some point pk of cnfk, and for every 
z E 2, the germs of g at z and of C”” -+ C’ at pk fit in a cartesian diagram as above. In 
particular, Fc”,e is a free 0c”,c -module. The functoriality properties imply that the group of 
automorphisms of Q=“, 0 acts in a natural manner on Fc”,, . The first order part of this action 
of this action yields a representation p of GL,C on the fibre F: = 9,.o/mc~.09c..o. Now if Z 
is a complex analytic manifold of complex dimension n, then a standard argument from the 
theory of fibre bundles gives that the complex vector bundle over Z defined by 9, is 
isomorphic to 99, x GLC F (we disregard the analytic structures on these bundles), where 
S_Yz + Z denotes the principal GL,C-bundle associated to the tangent bundle of 2. This 
implies that there is a universal polynomial C, (E Q[c, , . . . , c,] (which only depends on p) 
such that its value on the Chern classes of any such Z gives the ith Chern class of Yz. If 
moreover Z is compact, then the coherent cohomology groups of 9, are finite dimensional 
and vanish in dim 2 n, so that the Euler-Poincare’ characteristic x(9,): = Xi t O 
( - 1)’ dim,H’(Fz) is defined.The Riemann-Roth theorem (as generalized by Atiyah-Singer) 
asserts that ~(9,) is given by a Chern number of Z. More specifically, 
3.la. x(9,) = (ch(C,,,, . . . 7 C,,,H’nKzl> 
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where T,EQ[c,, . , c,] is the nth Todd polynomial (see [7]) and ch denotes the Chern 
character. Let P, denote the degree Zn-part of the polynomial occurring in the right hand 
side of (3.la). so that (3.la) becomes 
3.lb. x(3-,) = P&l. 
3.2. Now let f: ?Z --* A be a good representative of a smoothing of an isolated singularity 
X 3 x of pure dimension n (as in the previous section) and let K: 2 -+ X be a resolution of the 
central fibre X = X,, . Then conditions (i) and (ii) imply that we have a natural c,Y_ ,xI,- h 0 
homomorphism 
r:(~x~.~-Eid)~X-{X)~IL*~~IX-{x} 
and according to (iii), there exists a coherent ideal f c 0, which defines x and is such that a 
extends to a cx-homomorphism 
Let /?s:9@.9r;A+ c‘r@9r,A be the obvious homomorphism. Clearly kernel and 
cokernel of both Tag and ps are supported by {x> and hence finite dimensional. So for both 
homomorphisms the index (= dim kernel dim cokemel) is defined, We claim that index (2,) 
-index (by) is independent of9. This will follow from the following simple and well-known 
lemma whose proof is left to the reader. 
LEM.MA. Let u: A, + A, and ri: Ai + i? (i = 1,2) be homomorphisms of complex vector 
spaces such that zI = z2u. Then we have a natural exact sequence 0 + Ker (u) -+ Ker (zr) 
-+ Ker ((x2) -+ Coker (u) --* Coker (al) -+ Coker (az) + 0. In particular, if u and a2 are 
Fredholm maps, then so is zI and we have that index (zr) = index (at) + index (u). 
To prove our claim, let 2 c 4 be a coherent ideal which defines {x} and denote by 
u:f@.Y,,,+4@9,:, be the natural homomorphism. Applying the lemma to both 
(u, rg, r,) and (u, /I/, fly) gives that the difference of the index of af and of pY resp. of zg 
and of ps is the same. Since the ideals defining {x} form an inverse system, this proves our 
claim. 
We now define the F-index of the diagram X c 3 + A by index (aY) - index (BJ) 
f~r~,‘,‘~~~q~~~~e~~lA) and denote it occasionally by index (a). Our main result is a 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X, be a nonsingularfibre off: a- A. Then 
index (z) = p,[X,] - ps[X] + Ci 2 , (- l)‘h’( 42). 
Proof. Following the appendix we can assume that f is the restriction of a projective flat 
family F: 2’ -, A which is smooth outside x. We write 2 for 2, (= F -l(O)). Notice that the 
resolution rr: J? -+ X and the identity map of 2 - {x> can be glued to form a resolution 
n: z + z of z. 
Put F:-2/A = 9-r,A /torsion. Then p9,A is flat over A. Combining this with the fact that 
.5r,,A( Z?’ - {x; is locally free, it follows that B,@FzjA is torsion free. So c’z@.9z;A 
Y (cz @9T,A)/torsion. According to a fundamental result of Grothendieck [ll], 
XV& 0 & ) is independent of s E A. Hence 
(a) %&,) = &,@@~,A) 
= x(Ciz O@T,A) 
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= xt~~o~~/*)- dim(torsion of P,Y. x @ .Y+;,) 
= x(II, 9~) + index (1). 
The Leray spectral sequence for II yields 
(b) x(9-z) = x(II, 92) + Ci z , (- l)‘dimc(R’II, .Yz)~, 
and since X is Stein, we may replace (RiII, .92)x by H’( .Yp). By Riemann-Roth (3.lb) and 
the additivity of Chern numbers (1.2): 
(c) x(Fz,) = P.AZJ = pjFCXfl + P~[Z, - X,1 and 
x( 92) = pjr @I = p,m + P/V - Xl. 
Since Z, - X, c d - 9- induces an isomorphism on cohomology which takes Chern classes 
to Chern classes (for all s E A), pF [Z, - X,] = P, [Z - X]. The theorem is now a direct 
consequence of this and the formulas (a)--(c), 
$4. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
4.1. In this section X denotes a reduced isolated singularity of pure dimension n 2 1 and 
f: 5 + A is a good representative of a smoothing of X. If x: _% --* X is a resolution (which as 
usual is supposed to be an isomorphism over X - {x} ), then 7c* c,f can be identified with the 
normalization zx of 8,. The arithmetic genus p(X) of (X, x) is defined by 
(- l)“p(X) = xi2 I(- l)‘-‘hi(Bz) -dirn,n,~~/~~. 
This number is independent of the resolution and thus constitutes an invariant of X. 
Applying our theorem to 3 = 8, we find 
4.la. ~“CX,l = mm + (- l)“P(X). 
For odd n, T, is divisible by ci [7], so that 
3x (XJ ifn=l 
4.lb. T.CX,l = 
i 
0 if n is odd L 3 
a,x(X,) + /%&(X0 if n = 2m, 
where a,,, resp. /I,,, denote the coefficients of cl,,, and ci respectively in the Todd polynomial 
Tz,. For n = 1, (a) yields Milnor’s formula: 
For n = 2, we get 
x(X,) = ’ (irred. camp. of X) - 2dim,?, /fix. 
4.lc. ~(x(x*)+c:(x,)) = &t”(m+c:(m)+P(X) 
Morita’s result (1.3) gives 
4.ld. f(-2~(X,)+ci(X,))-signX, = i(-2x(B)+c:(R))-sign2 
Combining these two results gives after a little bit of work (see [S]) that 
4.le. PO + Pt = 2P(X) 
where PO resp. P+ denotes the dimension of the radical resp. a maximal positive definite 
subspace of H,(X,, [w) (equipped with the intersection pairing). This formula is in this 
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generality due to Steenbrink [12]; our proof is essentially that of Wahl [14] if we grant the 
globalization property of the appendix. If X is Gorenstein, then X, admits a global nowhere 
zero holomorphic 2-form, so that c1 (X,) = 0. Then (4.1 b) gives us a formula for x(X,), which 
is also due to Steenbrink [12] 
4.lf. x(X,) = x(Z)+c,(Z)z+ 12p(X) 
For n = 2m 2 4, all I can say is that r,[X,] is a nontrivial linear combination of ;c(X,) and 
c,$(Xl). It would be nice to have a natural condition on X (generalizing the Gorenstein 
property for n = 2) which implies the vanishing ofc,(X,), so that for these singularities x(X,) 
is an invariant of X. One instance where cb (X,) = 0 is when X has embedding dimension 
I 2n - 1. Then X, embeds in an open subset of 1)‘“- ‘. If vx denotes its normal bundle, then 
c(X,) = c(v,y,) - ’ (equality of total Chern classes), so that c(X,) is in the subalgebra of H*(X,) 
generated by elements of degree < n. From this it follows that ci(X,) = 0. 
Forn=2m+l odd23, 
4.lg. ml = P(X) 
imposes a nontrivial condition on X, apparently necessary in order that X admits a 
smoothing. The following example may illustrate this. 
Example 4.2. Let E be a nonsingular projective variety of even dimension 2m and let 1 be 
an ample line bundle on E. Then 
X:= Spec 6 H’(E,l’) 
k=l 
is a quasi-homogeneous cone of dimension n : = 2m + 1 which is smooth outside its vertex. If 
2 denotes the total space of I- I, then the natural map 7~: r? + X is a resolution of X whose 
exceptional locus is just the zero section of 8. If we identify the zero section with E, then its 
normal bundle in X equals I-‘. 
We first express 7’,[x] in terms of the Chern classes of E and 1. Put 9 := c,(l)~ H*(E)and 
let r: 2 -+ E denote the projection. Consider the commutative diagram 
Htm+k+2(2) < HZm+k+Z(f) 
c 
r 
where 7 is the Thorn-isomorphism. For k 2 0, the bottom map is surjective by the hard 
Lefschetz theorem. This enables us to relate the intersection calculus on x to that on E. For 
instance, if UE Hz(E) and YE H4”(E), choose 6~ H4”-*(E) such that 6 u (-q) = v, e.g. 
v = - (deg L)-1~[E]q2m-1, and then 
4.2a. (r*(u).r*(v))[Z] = (T*(U) u ;l(t?))[B] = (u u 6) [f] 
= (u uG)[E] = -(deg[)-‘.(rl*“-‘.u).V[~. 
Because of the exact sequence 
O’r*q-’ -+ ST + r*rE + 0 
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we have T(sz ) = r*T(I- ‘).r*T(r,) (multiplicativity of the total Todd ciass.) Substituting 
BI, 
T(I_‘)= l-$?I+C~>t(-l)k~i-- 
(2k)! llZk 
(where Bk denotes the kth Bernoulli number), gives 
4.2b. ?,“[Z] = r*T&)[8] +&&)[X] + z;= I(- l)k+ l & (~2k%n-2k-I)~~~ 
Since n is odd, T, is divisible by ci : T, = c,T;, with Tim EQ [cl, . . . , cl,,,]. This enables US to 
apply (4.2a) to each term of right hand side of (4.2b): 
T”[R] = - 
degii) (’ 
Zm-i.c1 (T,))T&nCCl 
On the other hand, 
+ ~T2mC-Kl + z= 1 ( - 1)’ (2k)! %I 2k-l%n-2k+l (rE))CEl. 
p(X)=Ci,,(-1)‘dimc @ Hi(E,1’)=Ci>l,k20(-l)ihi(E,Ik). 
LTO 
To see that this is in general different from r,[z], let us assume that m = 1, the canonical 
bundle K, of E is very ample and I = K,. Then h’(E, lk) = 0 for i 2 1, k 2 2, by the Kodaira 
vanishing theorem and hence 
p(X) = 2% (fl:,)- 1 -p,(E) = x(cE)-q(E). 
Since T3 = 1/24c,c,, we have T; = 1/24c2. Furthermore, r~ = -cl. So 
Hence p(X) = T, [R] implies q(E) = 0, which is clearly a nontrivial condition. Another class 
of examples is obtained by assuming that K, is trivial, q is very ample, and m L 1 arbitrary: 
then p(X) = ~(6~) - 1 by the Kodaira vanishing theorem, while Tn[8] = iTzm = 4x(0,), so 
that X smoothable implies x(0,) = 2. In particular, E is not an abelian variety. 
4.3. We now assume that X is normal of dimension n 2 2, and we choose 0 as our natural 
sheaf. There is a natural injection x,0% + 0,. If we choose the resolution X - X 
equivariant in the sense of Hironaka [6], then this injection is in fact an isomorphism. We 
shall assume that this is the case. Since erjd has depth 2 2, the natural map 61,6 @C, -, Bx 
is injective. If we denote the dimension of its cokernel by fi(%/A), then the e-index of X -+ 5 
-+ A equals - fl(Z/A). The number 8(%/A) equals the dimension of the smoothing 
component of a miniversal deformation of X on which the smoothing 5 + A takes place. 
This was conjectured by Wahl and has been recently proved by Greuel and the author [4]. So 
(3.3) gives: 
4.3a. dim S + Pe[X,] = - xi L I (- 1)’ dime H’(8g ) + P,[z] 
Write PBIX1] = ~J(X,) + 6,c$, (X,). For odd n, these coefficients are easily computed: 6, 
= 0, 7. = l/(n - l)! Thus we find: 
4.4. If n is odd, then for any smoothing component S of universal deformation of X, 
1 
dims + (n - l)! ___ 1 (general fibre over S) = - xi z 1 ( - 1)’ dim, H’(0z ) + Pe[z] 
in particular, the left hand side is independent of S! 
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If n = 2m is even, we can eliminate ci(X,) from (4.1 b) and (4.3a) and thus get a formula 
similar to (4.4). For n = 2, we thus find Wahl’s formula [14], (4.61). 
4.5. We finally observe that for any natural sheaf 9 with 9,.,, torsion free and 
9zja@C’x.x z Yx,x, the P-index does not depend on the smoothing and hence gives rise to a 
Q-linear combination of x(X,) and ctiIn (X,) which is expressible in terms of X and its 
resolution. So for odd n this yields a formula for x(X,) if the coefficient of c, in P, is nonzero; 
for even n we get a formula for x(X,) if the relation is independent of (4.lb). For instance, if 
R ijbx has no torsion, then (3.3) gives 
4.4a. P,I [X,] = Pp [R] - dime n,SI!q /Qi - Ci z , (- l)‘dimc H’(Qk ). 
For odd n, the left hand side of this equation is - (l/(n - l)!)x(X,). 
APPENDIX: GLOBALIZlNG S.MOOTHINGS 
The purpose of this appendix is to prove that Wahl’s globalization hypothesis is always verified: 
THEOREM. LA f: (5, x) 4 (C, 0) be u smoothing over (C, 0) of an isoloced sing&&y. Then there 
is a flat projective morphism F : Z + C, u p&r z E ZO and un isomotphism h: (X, x) + (2, z) such that 
F 0 h = fund F is smooth along 2, - {zl. 
For the proofwe need a slight generalization ofa result of Mather on right-equivalence. Since Zand 
fare smooth outside the closed point, the jacobi ideal (8,,. df) c cr.., defines {xf and hencecontains 
a power of mZ.t.x. 
LEMMA. I~~EM issuch that -‘g,z c ( Or,X,df ), thenfor anygEPI., wirh g -fE+z:.X thereexists 
an automorphism h of (T, x) such that g = f 0 h. 
Once it is observed that for an arbitrary analytic germ (Y, y) (whether reduced or not), any < E 0,, 
generates an analytic local one-parameter group of automorphisms (given as a germ (C x Y, 0 x y) 
--t (Y, y)), the proof is literally the same as Mather‘s in the case where Y, J is smooth ([IS], Thm. (2.9)). 
We therefore omit it. 
Proof of the theorem. The point x is (at most) an isolated singular point of x, so following Artin 
([ 11.3.8) there is an affine algebraic variety Y and point y E Y such that (Y, y) and (3, x) have isomorphic 
formal completions. According to Hironaka [S] this implies that (Y, y) and (3, x) are analytically 
isomorphic. Embed Y in some affine space C N such that y = 0 and let Y c PN be its projective 
completion. By resolving the singularities ofY- {y) we can suppose that Y- (0) is nonsingular and by a 
small perturbation of the hyperplane at intinity P,N-1, we may in addition assume that P,N-i meets Y 
transversally, so that Y, : = y n “2 - I is also nonsingular. Choose a polynomial GE C [zi, . , 1.~1 of 
degree k (with k as in the lemma) whose restriction g to Y is such that 
(i) g-fern:,, and 
(ii) the degree k-part of S defines a nonsingular projective hypersurface H(g3 in P,N-t which meets 
I’, transversally. 
If N(g) denotes the zero-divisor of g on Y, then N(g) nu, = H(g3 nI?, so that this intersection is 
nonsingular by (ii). Now the singular locus of N(g) is contained in the afhne variety Y and hence finite. 
Choose 4 E C[z,, . . . , z,,, 3 homogeneous of degree k and nonzero in ail the (finitely) many singular 
points of N(g) - {O). If we replace d by f + r4 (r E C - 0), then (i) still holds, (ii) continues to hold if t is 
sufficiently small and 
(iii) N(g) - {Ol is nonsingular for generic f by Bertini’s theorem. We may therefore assume that [iii) 
also holds. Let I c y x C be the closure of the graph of g. Note that 5 can be identified with the blow- 
up of Falong N(g) n I?= with the strict transform of I’, removed, so Z is nonsingular. Letting F : 27 
+ C be the projection on the second factor, then F is a projective flat morphism, F - ’ (0) - (0, Oj 4 N(g) 
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- {Oj is nonsingular of multiplicity 1 (so F is smooth along F - ‘(0) - { (0,O) 1) and finally, the germ of F 
at (0,O) is right-equivalent tof. by the lemma. This proves the theorem. 
Remark. As already mentioned in the introduction, the globalization property has implications for 
Wahl’s paper [ 141. His Thm. (3.13) now holds for any smoothing of a normal surface singularity; and if 
we also invoke the main result of [I], we see that the same is true for Cor. (4.6), while Thm. (4.10) is now 
valid for any smoothing of a Gorenstein surface singularity. If we take into account the work of 
Steenbrink [12] and Greuel-Steenbrink (Proc. Symp. Pure Math. 40, Arcata (1983), Part 1,535-545), it 
follows that all the conjectures made in [14] have been answered affirmatively. 
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